
3. Marine News - cont'd.

Another Purvis Marine vessel, the tug AVENGER IV, will soon be leaving on a 
lengthy trip out of the lakes. The Soo-based tug will be heading to Florida 
in order to fetch a 400-foot barge which Purvis Marine recently acquired 
there. AVENGER IV will bring the barge back to the lakes with her but we do 
not know when they are expected at the Soo.

Speaking of tugs, we understand that, during the autumn of 1999, the ULS 
Corporation, acquired a large tug on salt water. She reportedly is EVERLAST, 
(a) BILIBINO, which was built at Kobe, Japan, in 1977, and which has 
operated for first Russian and then Greek owners. She is 131. 17 x 44. 29 x 
14. 76 and has an ice-strengthened hull. She is powered by a 4-stroke, 6-cy
linder, 6, 000 h. p. diesel engine. It is not yet clear what use ULS will find 
for the newly acquired tug.

It is reported that the barge ST. MARYS CEMENT (the one U. S. -owned barge 
amongst the three operating for St. Marys Cement) will be powered by a dif
ferent tug in 2000 than in previous years. Latterly, the barge has been 
handled by the Merce Transportation C o .  's 1941-built tug TRITON, (a) U. S. S. 
TUSCARORA (79),  (b) CHALLENGER (86). Both tug and barge spent the recent
winter in lay-up at Cleveland.

A pleasant development was the recent announcement that the newest FedNav 
ship, intended for service into the lakes, will be christened FEDERAL 
WELLAND. Currently under construction in Japan, she will be the sixth vessel 
in FedNav's current series of new-buildings. FEDERAL WELLAND is due to enter 
service in September.

Those who perused closely our winter lay-up listings will have noted that 
the Algoma Central seIf-unloader JOHN B. AIRD was reported in lay-up at 
Sorel, Quebec, which is a most unusual lay-up port for her. The reason for 
this is that she will be used on the ore run from Baie Comeau and Pointe 
Noire to Contrecoeur, for which Algoma recently acquired the contract. It is 
said, however, that the placing of the AIRD on this service may be only a 
temporary measure, and that another vessel will be permanently assigned to 
the route later. It is our understanding that the vessel that eventually 
will take over the run may be the Marbulk seIf-unloader AMBASSADOR, the 
former (a) CANADIAN AMBASSADOR, built for Upper Lakes Shipping in 1983 at 
Port Weller. The AMBASSADOR is currently carrying CSL coal from Venezuela to 
Nova Scotia.

As the shipping season on the upper lakes begins, one of the questions asked 
most frequently by shipping observers has been what effect the purchase of 
Michigan Limestone Operations Limited Partnership by the Oglebay Norton Com
pany, Cleveland, announced in December, may have on vessel operations. The 
sale means that Oglebay Norton takes over the limestone quarries at Cedar
ville and Rogers City, Michigan, which traditionally have been serviced by 
the USS Great Lakes Fleet Inc. 's self-unloaders. (Michigan Limestone was 
once a United States Steel affiliate, hence the traditional operation of 
tin-stackers in the stone trade. ) Meanwhile, Global Stone Corporation, an 
Oglebay Norton subsidiary, has owned nine limestone operations in six 
states, including the Port Inland quarry in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 
We will watch with interest to see whose vessels serve Cedarville and Rogers 
City this season.

Readers will recall our report of LAKE RUNNER leaving the lakes for the west 
coast of Canada late in the 1999 season, and the fact that she was at Hali
fax by early January. LAKE RUNNER, of course, was the former (a) MARINE 
COURIER (97), built 1983-1984 in Prince Edward Island, which had operated 
briefly between Toronto and Niagara for the now-defunct Shaker Cruise Lines, 
and which had been seized by the Toronto Harbour Commission for unpaid whar
fage charges. We understand that the new owner of LAKE RUNNER is Sunset Bay 
Charters Ltd., but we have yet to hear of a new name.
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